ADDENDUM 2

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Claudia Sepulveda, Bid Clerk/Buyer

Date: June 15, 2006

Subject: Bid #06-037 Traffic Signal Installation at Eastlake Boulevard and Rojas Drive

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal. The Road and Bridge Department has responded to the following questions:

1. Page (5) of the contract documents state the contractor shall include in their bid the cost to maintains these signals (emergency response to be included in price) for a one (1) year period after final acceptance has been issued. Is the contractor responsible for furnishing materials for this (1) one year maintenance period? I ask this because generally we are required to supply signal lamps only and the owner supply’s any other materials. For instance if there is a knock down associated with a traffic accident if I have to factor the cost of traffic signal poles, signal heads and associated material in this bid the cost will he substantial. Now is it in the taxpayers’ best interest to allow a contractor to price risk into a bid that may or may not come to pass.

   The County only wants supplies for the operation of the lights and response to emergency (such as power failure, ect.). The contractor will not be required to provide signal poles, signal heads and associated materials.

2. The contract drawings page (2) indicate by asterisk work to be done by the County of El Paso. The bid document page (6) shows item I 10-2001 to be provided by the county. Is it your intension for items 110-2001, 247-2231, 314-2004 and 340-2066 to be preformed by the County of El Paso?
Yes, the County will do this work.

3. Page (6) item 610-2042 indicates to be provided by the County, installed by the contractor. Are anchor bolts to be furnished with this structure?

   **Anchor bolts will not be furnished with the luminaire structure.**

4. Page (7&8) Item 686-2031 & 686-2035 same question as above, will you be furnishing anchor bolts with the traffic signal poles?

   **Anchor bolts will not be furnished for the traffic signal poles.**

5. Page (7) item 680-2002 Are you furnishing a Nema TS2 Controller or a Mobel 170E?

   **TxDOT will furnish a Nema TS1 controller.**